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Brutus is so very loving and sweet. We love his smile. We 
think he is so silly! Definitely a lap dog - he doesn't know 
he's too big for some of his shenanigans and we aren't 
going to tell him. Typical TV night is Emily half on the 
couch and half on the coffee table while I lay twisted in 
the corner; Brutus sprawls across us both. He also loves 
to bury his big nose wherever he can - blanket, couch 
corner, human elbow.

Maisy with her new mom.

Adopters sent us a picture of Louie 
looking happy.

I’m betting 
Scottie got 
some turkey 
on Thanks-
giving.

Enjoying the new addition to our family. Toto  is 
so lovable and loves to be hugged and take walks.



Zeke loves playing ball in the backyard.  He also enjoys tugging on rope 
toys and squeaking toys. We've found loud noises make him pretty 
anxious but he seems to find relief in his crate if things get too loud. He 
forgets how big he is sometimes and tries to perch on the back of the 
couch like Oliver and Binx do, lol. Sometimes he gets nervous around new 
people but he is always well behaved and warms up to people pretty 
quickly. He is potty trained very well. I think he's taught Oliver a few 
things! Overall he seems to be adjusting well. He got to experience his 
first party a couple of weeks ago and he will get to experience his first 
road trip next month! He knows sit very well and listens when told 
no. We're all very happy he has joined our family. He has been a great 
addition and we have plenty of hugs to give. He seems to like that.
Thanks!

Capri probably looking at a 
bird with her new Dad.

Barney’s before 
and after 
photos. His 
adopter fell in 
love with him 
very quickly. 
His new mom 
and dad are 
home all day 
with him.

Lucy is well loved and 
likes to snuggle.

This was result of 
Thor breaking out 
of his cage and 
having some fun 
in his foster home 
before PUPP 
training.  Next 
month will show 
you Thor’s 
progress.


